Annex 1 – West Lancashire Local Plan Extract (Policy RS6)
Policy RS6

A "Plan B" for Housing Delivery in the Local Plan

The “Plan B” sites safeguarded in Policy GN2 will only be considered for release for housing development if one of the following triggers is met:

- Year 5 review of housing delivery

If less than 80% of the pro rata housing target has been delivered after 5 years of the Plan period, then the Council will release land from that safeguarded from development for “Plan B” to enable development to an equivalent amount to the shortfall in housing delivery.

- Year 10 review of housing delivery

If less than 80% of the pro rata housing target has been delivered after 10 years of the Plan period, then the Council will release land from that safeguarded from development for “Plan B” to enable development to an equivalent amount to the shortfall in housing delivery.

- The housing target increasing as a result of new evidence

If, at any point during the 15 year period of the Plan, the Council chooses to increase its housing target to reflect the emergence of new evidence that updates the existing evidence behind the housing target and which would undermine the existing target, then an appropriate amount of land will be released from that safeguarded from development for “Plan B” to make up the extra land supply required to meet the new housing target for the remainder of the Plan period.

Justification

7.65 The Council believe that the locally-determined targets that have been set in this Local Plan are fair and reasonable in light of all the available evidence at this time. However, it is possible that targets for residential development will rise, meaning that new locations for development would need to be identified, and so in this situation the “Plan B” would also provide the flexibility required to accommodate this rise.

7.66 In essence, the Council’s “Plan B” for the Local Plan involves the release of land from the Green Belt and its allocation as safeguarded land under Policy GN2. This land would be safeguarded from development until the above triggers in Policy RS6 are reached. Until these triggers are reached the land will be protected from development in a similar way to Green Belt (see Policy GN2) and in such a way as to not prejudice the possible future development of this land if the “Plan B” is triggered.
7.67 The supply of land safeguarded from development for the “Plan B” in Policy GN2 (which has a total capacity of 830 dwellings) is more than sufficient to allow for at least 15% extra on top of the 15-year housing target being proposed in the Local Plan (15% of 4,860 dwellings = 729 dwellings). This percentage is based on the need to ensure that even the largest of the housing allocations in the Local Plan is covered by the flexibility of the “Plan B”, should it fail to be delivered.

7.68 Ongoing monitoring of housing delivery in the Plan period will enable the Council to be prepared for any trigger points in Policy RS6 being reached. If it is anticipated a year before any trigger point is reached (i.e. at the end of Years 4 and 9 of the Plan) that housing delivery is at risk of triggering the “Plan B”, the Council will commence a review of the level and nature of any undersupply compared to housing requirements. This review will also review the “Plan B” sites themselves in order to identify which site(s) are most suitable to release for development at that time (if any, depending on the nature of, and reasons for, the undersupply), should the level of undersupply ultimately trigger the “Plan B” in April of the following year. The quantum of release will be sufficient to meet the identified shortfall in housing delivery compared to the housing requirements.